Abstract
Background
Loss of facial volume, soft tissue descent, and decreased elasticity are considered the hallmarks of aging in the midface [1] . Modern techniques used to counter the effects of aging utilize a multifaceted approach as the standard of care, particularly in patients past the fourth or fifth decade [2] . By combining traditional rhytidectomy procedures with volumizing alloplastic implants, fillers or fat transfer, surgical interventions appear more natural and aesthetically pleasing [1, 3] . Over the past decade, new technological advances have been made in both surgical technique, as well as device technology to achieve more pleasing results. Alloplastic facial implants are now available to the surgeon in a wide array of shapes and biomaterials, ranging from the more traditional silicone varieties to the more modern high-density polyethylene implants produced by Stryker. MicroAire has released an array of Endotine® devices that utilize a multipoint tension distribution system to reposition soft tissue of the face [4] . These devices provide a simple adjustable solution that is much more consistent and easier to apply than sutures placed during a traditional lifting procedure [5, 6] . While many of these new technologies have proved to be effective solutions in some regard, no device currently on the market provides a comprehensive solution to correcting both volume loss and facial-lift with a single device. The proposed design seeks to encompass a novel hybrid technology in the midface implant paradigm in an attempt to simplify and improve midface lift procedures and outcomes. Constraints of current technology will be discussed in addition to the key features and material analysis of the advocated design.
Methods
To accomplish this objective, four goals of implant design were established. The implant must provide lift to the malar fat pad, volume to the malar fat pad, longevity in terms of augmentation, and ease of technical difficulty in carrying out the procedure. A Pugh matrix was generated using the goals of our new design as criteria for the assessment [7] . The baseline for the assessed parameters, a satisfactory score (S), was set at zero. For malar lift, that constituted any lifting of the malar fat pad, regardless of the vector. A negative indicated no lift and a positive indicated a preferred vertically orientated direction of lift. A satisfactory score for volume enhancement was given if the technique provided an indirect method for volumizing the midface. The direct application of volume via the insertion or injection of non-native substance, tissue, or biomaterial into the area was scored as a positive, while lack of any form or appearance of volume enhancement was given a negative. For longevity, a satisfactory score was given if the procedure maintained the level of augmentation at the rate of natural tissue degeneration. If the technique's outcome persists for longer or shorter than this defined length of time the technique was scored positive or negative, respectively. Technical difficultly was defined according to our rubric as the following: satisfactory being a standard one part surgical procedure, negative being a multi-step or combination surgical procedure, and positive being a procedure that requires no surgical operation altogether.
Results
Grading of six current technologies for midface augmentation are shown in Table 1 . For malar lift the traditional suture plication method received a baseline score. The three techniques that directly add volume to the area received a negative in this category because they lack the ability to lift the tissues of the midface. Only the Endotine Midface ST® was scored a positive in the category because it not only provides lift, but allows the surgeon to easily orient the lifting vector in a more vertical direction. It was also graded as the baseline for volume augmentation. In general suture plication does not add volume as only the underlying SMAS is tightened. Most procedures garnered a baseline score in longevity. Dermal fillers, however, are short lasting and must be repeatedly injected to maintain appearance over time. Alloplastic implants last much longer and are seen as permanent methods of augmenting the underlying structure of the midface. For technical difficulty, only injectable dermal fillers can avoid surgical intervention altogether and thus were the only procedure to achieve a positive score in this category. Suture plication techniques undoubtedly require the highest level of precision and time on the operating table and received a negative valuation. Other techniques were scored as baseline for technical difficulty. Overall, the scores of current technology ranged from negative two to positive one, where a positive/negative four would be the highest/lowest score achievable. In terms of our analysis, the ideal device for midface augmentation would achieve a positive score in all four categories. It would provide lift, volume enhancement, long lasting effects, and a less than minimally invasive procedure lacking the need for general anesthesia for the operation. Given surgical operation will be necessary for implantation, a goal of satisfactory in technical difficulty was set as the new design goal. For the other three categories, we looked to the advantages of current technology to achieve optimum design results. We thereby hypothesized a positive three for evaluation of our new design.
Interpretation
The results were analyzed and an initial design concept was generated (Fig. 1) . The design is based on a standard malar implant with the incorporation of dual-plane adhesion to the superficial soft tissue of the malar fat pad and deep boney surface of the inferior orbital rim.
The ability to add permanent volume to the desired area is not an original design feature but a key one nevertheless. Similar to alloplastic implants currently on the market, the implant could be manufactured in a variety of different sizes, widths, and thicknesses in order to accommodate varying patient skull morphologies and desired degrees of facial volume augmentation. The superior fixation tab provides the primary anchor for the implant's deep plane fixation to the inferior orbital rim. Additionally, it generates support for the device's lifting application, an attribute not present in implants currently on the market. Another novel design feature contributes to the fixation of the implant to the superficial soft tissue of the malar fat pad. An innovative design was generated for the anterior soft tissue spikes. The bulbous tip of the spike prevents "shredding" the periosteum upon insertion of the implant deep to periosteal sheet which may permit better osseointegration for long-term support.
The model in Fig. 2a is used to estimate the required material strength and resulting tip deflections of the soft tissue spikes given the spike geometry and applied loading. A force, F, due to the tension and gravitational force from the malar fat pad acts on the collection of n spikes at some angle, θ. It can be decomposed into the individual forces in the x and y directions. In the conventional beam bending model in Fig. 2b , the cross section of the spike is approximated as an isosceles triangle and bends around the centroid as detailed in Fig. 2c . The shear stress in the spike is dependent on the cross sectional area, A, and is calculated in equation 1:
The moment at the base of the spike is calculated with a summation of moments on the beam, = + ℎ
and the bending stress at the base of the spike can be calculated at any distance, r, from the neutral axis. The two critical points are at the top and bottom of the cross section furthest from the neutral axis at r = b/3 and r = (-2b)/3 with tensile and compressive loads, respectively. The stress at these points is calculated in equations 3 and 4:
where Izz = (ab 3 )/36 for the cross section in Fig. 2b . The parameters τmax and σb are two estimations to use for material selection. Assuming a ductile material, the von Mises stress criteria, σv, can be used to determine the material strength.
Here, σb is the tensile bending stress at the top of the cross section. The material will be strong enough if σv < σy where σy is the yield stress of the biomaterial. Spike tip deflection is also an important measure for material selection. For simplicity, the tapered cross section is approximated to vary linearly independently in both the x and y directions going from a triangle at the base to a point at the tip. The deflection is calculated using the Euler-Bernoulli beam bending theory:
where ν is the curve that describes the bending beam, Mb is from Eq. 2, E is the Young's Modulus of the material and Izz is the moment of inertia that varies along the beam. For simplicity, we define a = (b(l-x))/l and b = (a(h-y))/h for the x and y cases, respectively where a, b, l, and h are defined in Figs. 2a and 2c and x and y are measured from the base of the spike such that at the base, the cross section is an equilateral triangle, where a = b. Integrating Eq. 6 in the x and y direction yields the following deflections: Future work will use the presented equations to optimize spike geometry and material selection after using cadaver force experimentation to determine the vertical force necessary for malar lift. The necessity for both lift and volume supplementation for rejuvenation of the midface is now well established. The presented design provides an example of how existing implant technology could be merged to generate an improved device for midface lift procedures.
